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GRÖNSKA by ILSE CRAWFORD

Plus Limited Edition ÅKER
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GLÄNTA by ILSE CRAWFORD
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material: 100% wool
Color: Februari 502, Juni 306, Oktober 310, December 512
Measurement: Custom sized width 70-600 cm on demand
Recommended sizes: 90x240cm, 140x200cm 170x240cm, 
200x300cm, 250x350cm, 300x400cm, 350x450cm

DESCRIPTION
The woven quality of Glänta is achieved using a thick chenille yarn, 
where its natural lusture provides warmth and softness underfoot. It is 
woven in such a way that it reveals the structure of the weft yarn
beneath, to give the rug a beautiful irregularity and the impression of
light flecks of earth peeking out from within a glade. 

Glänta is available in four colors reflecting the changing season





ÄNG by ILSE CRAWFORD
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material: 100% wool
A thin and light quality in melange-colored yarn, with fine lines
of chenille, placed 33 cms apart.
Colors: Januari 501, Juni 306, September 409, November 311
Measurement: Custom sized width 70-600 cm on demand. 
Recommended sizes: 85x240cm, 135x200cm, 160x240cm, 
195x300cm, 240x350cm 290x400cm, 340x450cm

DESCRIPTION 
Äng is a thin and light woven rug interspersed with lines of chenille that
create a rhythm and pattern. The design uses over dyed mélange yarns, 
specially developed for the Grönska collection, to bring subtle depth and 
variations in color like those found within the fields and meadows of
Sweden. The mélange yarn is twisted with fine white hair yarn which
appears randomly over the surface and adds to the effect. 

Äng is available in four colors reflecting the changing seasons.





FÅRA by ILSE CRAWFORD
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material: 100% wool
Color: Januari 501, Mars 303, Juli 307, November 511
Measurements: Custom sized width 70-600 cm on demand
Recommended sizes: 90x240cm, 140x200cm 170x240cm, 
200x300cm, 250x350cm, 300x400cm, 350x450cm

DESCRIPTION
Fåra is a woven rug that uses a newly developed bouclé yarn in pure 
wool with a beautiful irregular quality, woven in stripes to expose the 
wool base. This gives the appearance of earth and fields that have just 
been ploughed. The stripes are intensified by carefully considered
contrasts of color. 

Fåra is available in four colors reflecting the changing seasons





TÄPPA by ILSE CRAWFORD
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material: 55% wool and 45% linen
Color: Januari 501, Maj 305, Oktober 310, November 311
Measurement: Optional size or shape
Recommended sizes: 140x200cm,170x240cm, 200x300cm, 
250x350cm, 300 x 400 cm, 350 x 450 cm, Ø240cm

DESCRIPTION
Täppa is a soft and tactile hand tufted rug of wool and linen that
uses a special technique combining cut and loop pile. This renders
Täppa a soft, shimmering but sturdy surface. As the wool yarns
create a block of rich color, and the linen yarn creates the pattern, 
they appear in natural shades like seedlings that have just sprouted. 

Täppa is available in four colors reflecting the changing seasons.





LIMITED EDITION – ÅKER by ILSE CRAWFORD

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Material: 80% wool, 20% linen
Only available in green shades
Only available in 200 x 300 cm
Exclusively numbered 1-50

DESCRIPTION
Åker is a limited edition tufted rug with horizontal block stripes of
different textures, colors and techniques. It demonstrates a range
of tuft types in each of its stripes – cut and loop pile, cut pile and 
bouclé pile, and uses a mixture of linen, wool and mélange yarns. 
The blocks work together to conceptualize the textures and colors 
found in farmland that surround the Kasthall factory in a 
beautiful and abstract way. 



Leather tag for ÅKER, numbered
1-50/50 and signed by Ilse Crawford


